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X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements have been made on 7-, 12-, and 23-nm palladium particles,
along with bulk material as reference. With decreasing particle size, the extended x-ray absorption fine spectra
reveal a substantial contraction of the nearest-neighbor distance and a reduction of the average coordination
number, but an increasing Debye-Waller factor. Meanwhile, the x-ray absorption near edge spectra show a
decreasing density of unoccupied states with decreasing particle size.
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Intensive research efforts have been focused on the physi-
cal and chemical properties of metal nanoparticles, which are
also referred to often as small metal clusters.1–9 Controlling
the particle size d is a key theme, since it affects significantly
the optical, magnetic, electronic, or catalytic behavior of
nanostructured materials. On a more fundamental level, the
size dependence of nearest-neighbor distance R is one of the
most important issues in applications to mesoscopic devices.
This paper reports our effort in elucidating the size depen-
dence of R and related properties in substrate-free palladium
nanoparticles by x-ray absorption spectroscopy �XAS� mea-
surements.

In past decades, nanoparticles have been studied by sev-
eral different experimental techniques. The electronic struc-
ture of Pd nanoparticles, which were supported on amor-
phous carbon substrates, was first investigated by Mason et
al.1 using x-ray photoemission spectroscopy. XAS experi-
ments were carried out to observe the contraction of nearest-
neighbor distance R of small metal clusters prepared under
vacuum evaporation,2,9 in catalytic systems,3,5,6 or in rare-gas
matrices.4,7 According to Apai et al.,2 for small Cu and Ni
clusters, the increased K-edge threshold energy and the con-
tracted R are caused by the size-dependent renormalization
of valence electron charge.2 This was further explained by
the increased surface-to-volume ratio with decreasing cluster
size, resulting in a more free-atom-like configuration of the
metal atoms.2 Recently, Balerna et al.9 connected the con-
traction of nearest-neighbor distance to the surface stress
caused by the large surface-to-volume ratio in terms of a
liquid drop model.10 Panfilis et al.11 also showed that a re-
duction in the average coordination number N was expected
on general grounds for an aggregate of nanoclusters due to
the reduced N value of surface atoms and the high average
surface-to-volume ratio in nanophase palladium. The fact
that all aforementioned studies involve substrates or matri-
ces, which unavoidably cause a certain level of micrograins,
disorder, defects, oxidation, and intergrain boundaries in any
metal nanoparticles, leads to this study on substrate-free Pd.
Along this line, a substrate-free approach has been used on
small metal clusters in mesoscopic studies.12,13

The second critical issue being addressed in this work
deals with the detailed lattice structure in nanoparticles. The
conventional x-ray diffraction �XRD� and electron diffrac-
tion techniques measure the shift of x-ray or electron Bragg-
diffraction peaks relative to those of the same material in
bulk form.2 It is well-known that such diffraction patterns
provide only the long-range-ordered structure, which is suf-
ficient for single crystal or bulk materials. However, for
nanoparticles, they lack the ability to identify the local
environment-sensitive short-range order. Other standard
techniques such as the transmission electron microscopy
�TEM�14 provide only qualitative information through inten-
sity contrast in nanoparticles. Consequently, in this work,
XAS measurements were carried out to evaluate the size-
dependent R value and K-edge threshold energy in substrate-
free Pd nanoparticles.

Three Pd nanoparticle samples of different sizes were fab-
ricated on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cold trap by thermal
evaporation in a 1–100-torr helium atmosphere.12,13 Figure 1
shows the XRD patterns of Pd bulk and the nanoparticle
samples at ambient condition. Eight reflection indexes of
�111�, �200�, �220�, �311�, �222�, �400�, �331�, and �420�
were identified by the cubic phase of Pd �card 05-0681 in the

FIG. 1. �Color online� XRD spectra of bulk and 7-, 12- and
23-nm Pd particles at 300 K.
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JCPDS file�. The average size d of 7, 12, or 23 nm for each
sample was calculated from the peak width of diffraction
peaks. They are in good agreement with that obtained di-
rectly from TEM images in Fig. 2. The lattice parameters of
3.888, 3.889, 3.889, and 3.888 Å thus obtained for the 7-,
12-, and 23-nm particles and the bulk, respectively, remain
practically the same.

The Pd K-edge �EK=24.350 keV� x-ray absorption spec-
tra were collected from the beamline BL12B2 at the
SPring-8, Hyogo, Japan. The electron storage ring was oper-
ated at 8 GeV. A double Si�111� crystal monochromator was

employed for energy selection. With all XAS measurements
performed in a transmission mode, three gas-filled ionization
chambers were used in series to measure the absorption in-
tensities of the sample and Pd foil as a reference standard.
Each sample was placed between the incident beam detector
and the reference beam detector. The sample preparation,
control of parameters for extended x-ray absorption fine
spectra �EXAFS� measurements, and data collection modes
were all done as per the guidelines set by the International
XAFS Society Standards and Criteria Committee.15,16 For
analyzing the XAS data, the raw absorption spectrum in the

FIG. 2. TEM images of �a� 7-nm, �b� 12-nm, and �c� 23-nm Pd particles.
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preedge region was fitted to a straight line and the back-
ground above the edge was fitted using a 7-knot cubic spline
function calculated from the AUTOBK program in FEFF-8.17

The EXAFS function, �, was obtained by subtracting the
postedge background from the overall absorption and then
normalized with respect to the edge jump step. The normal-
ized ��E� was transformed from energy space to k-space,
where k is the photoelectron wave vector. The ��k� data were
multiplied by k1 to compensate for the damping of EXAFS
oscillations in the high k-region. Subsequently, k1-weighted
��k� data in the k-space ranging from 3.05 to 10.75 Å−1 for
the Pd K-edge were Fourier transformed �FT� to r-space to
separate the EXAFS contributions from the different coordi-
nation shells. A nonlinear least-squares algorithm was ap-
plied to the curve fitting of an EXAFS in the r-space between
2.2 and 3.0 Å �without phase correction� for Pd. All com-
puter programs were implemented in the UWXAFS 3.0
package18 with the backscattering amplitude and the phase
shift for the specific atom pairs being theoretically calculated
by using FEFF-8 code.17 From these analyses, structural pa-
rameters including N, R, and the Debye-Waller factor �2

were calculated. The amplitude reduction factor, S0
2, was ob-

tained by analyzing the Pd foil and by fixing coordination
numbers in the FEFFIT input file. The S0

2 value was found to
be 0.8 for all samples.

X-ray absorption spectra are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig-
ure 3 shows normalized K-edge absorption coefficients of Pd
samples at 300 K. Figure 4�a� shows the weighted EXAFS
spectra k1��k� versus k, and Fig. 4�b� gives the Fourier-
transformed and k1-weighted EXAFS spectra ��k
=3.05–10.75 Å−1�. A peak between 2.2 and 3.0 Å in Fig.
4�b� corresponds to the nearest-neighbor distance R. It is
evident that, as d decreases, there is an increased K-edge
threshold energy and a shift of the Fourier-transformed main
peak towards smaller R. Their values are summarized in
Table I. Figure 5�a� shows the contraction of nearest-
neighbor distance �R �Rbulk−Rnanoparticle� as a linear function
of the inverse of average particle size 1/d, conforming with
the earlier observations of Apai et al.2 and Balerna et al.9

Such a lattice contraction in Pd is also similar to that of
closely packed nanoparticles studied by Mays et al.10 using
electron microscopy. Their results2,9,10 indicate that, from a

macroscopic point of view, �R is related to surface stress
caused by a high surface-to-volume ratio in the clusters. Ac-
cordingly, following a liquid drop model,2,9

�R = − �4/3�KfRb/d, �1�

where d is the average particle size, f the surface stress, Rb
the nearest-neighbor distance in bulk material, and K the
bulk compressibility. The slope of the straight line fit in Fig.
5�a� is 0.0065 for Pd, which is about 2.5 times 0.0023 for Au
nanoparticles.9 The bulk values of Rb �Refs. 19 and 20� and
K �Ref. 21� for Pd �2.75 Å and 1/180 GPa� and Au �2.885 Å
and 1/220 GPa� yield an approximately 15% higher RbK

FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized K-edge absorption coeffi-
cients of Pd samples at 300 K. The energy at the edge inflection
point is 24 350 eV.

FIG. 4. �a� Weighted EXAFS spectra as k-dependence of
k1� �k�. �b� Fourier-transformed k1-weighted EXAFS spectra �� k
=3.23–10.86 Å−1�.
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product in Eq. �1� for Pd than that for Au. It implies that the
surface stress f in substrate-free Pd is larger than that of Au
nanoparticles prepared by evaporation under vacuum. This
can be explained by the increased surface-to-volume ratio
and free-atom-like configuration of the substrate-free nano-
particles with increasing particle size reduction.2

Experimentally derived mean coordination numbers for
substrate-free Pd nanoparticles in Fig. 5�b� and Table I ap-
pear to agree with that in earlier reports8,9 for metal nanopar-
ticles on weakly interacting substrates. However, up to now,
controversies remain for the R variation in metal nanopar-
ticles prepared by evaporation under vacuum.3,5,6,22 While
some indicated similar R values for nanoparticles and the
bulk,3,5,6,22 others showed R reduction.4,7,9 The different be-
haviors could be due to different matal-substrate
interactions.9 More relevant to this work is the uncertainty
still existing in the case of Pd.23–25 For ligand-stabilized Pd
nanoparticles, R values are comparable to Rb.23 For polymer-
protected species,24 R increases with particle size reduction.
Heinemann et al.,26 Lamber et al.,27 Kuhrt et al.,28 and Goy-
henex et al.29 also reported larger R values than Rb in Pd
nanoparticles on various substrates.

The particle size dependence of the Debye-Waller factor
�2 is given in Fig. 5�c�. It increases from 0.005 48 Å2 for the
bulk to 0.005 59 Å2 at d=23 nm, followed by a rapid in-
crease to 0.010 Å2 as d further decreases to 7 nm. The result
is similar to that of Moraweck et al.,30 who reported that
Debye-Waller factors in small Pd particles in the framework
of a Y-zeolite were larger than that of the bulk material.

In all earlier studies,8,9,30 metal nanoparticles were on
some sorts of substrates, which are expected to have influ-
ence on R, N, and �2. Our data of decreasing R and N, along
with increasing �2 with decreasing d are direct observations
in substrate-free Pd nanoparticles. Actually, in addition to
experimental evaluations, theoretical studies were also per-
formed by using a linear combination of Gaussian-type or-
bitals, fitting-functions, and density-functional �LCGTO-FF-
DF� approach.31,32 Based on Pd particles of 4 to 309 atoms
each, Krüger et al.32 show clearly a contraction of the aver-
age R value with decreasing particle size. In agreement with
this theoretical work, our experimental observation of the R
reduction with decreasing d in substrate-free Pd is likely an
intrinsic property of Pd nanoparticles.

Figure 6 shows Pd K-edge x-ray absorption near edge
spectra �XANES� of 7-, 12-, and 23-nm nanoparticles at
300 K, with the bulk as reference. The energy was calibrated

using the data acquired simultaneously on a Pd foil at 300 K.
The absorption transition in the preedge region is a 1s to 4d
dipole forbidden transition according to the selection rule,
�l=1 and �j=1, where l and j are the orbital angular mo-
mentum and the total angular momentum of the local density
of states, respectively. The positions of the 1s→5p, pd, and
1s→4f, pf33–35 resonance peaks in the XANES are shifted
downward relative to that of Pd bulk. The data indicate that
they result from lattice contraction.35 This is consistent with
the result of the R reduction mentioned above. The electronic
structure of Pd nanoparticles is of interest for understanding
the substrate-free nanoparticles. On the other hand, x-ray-
absorption spectroscopy at the K and L edges has been used

TABLE I. Particle size, nearest-neighbor distance, Debye-
Waller factor, and coordination number of bulk and nanoparticle
palladium.

d

R�k�
�Å�

�±0.01�

�2

�Å2�
�±20% � N

7 nm 2.724 0.01001 11.6

12 nm 2.736 0.00783 11.8

23 nm 2.742 0.00559 11.96

bulk 2.757 0.00548 12.0

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Nearest-neighbor distance contraction
versus the inverse of Pd particle size. �b� Average coordination
number versus Pd particle size. �c� Debye-Waller factor versus Pd
particle size.
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to probe the density of states above the Fermi level.36 Pa-
olucci et al.37 indicated that, for light elements, the K-edge
spectra can provide a precise measurement of the density of
unoccupied p states because the K-hole lifetime broadening
is small. For heavier elements such as the 4d series, this
lifetime broadening is large ��6 eV�,26 so that K-edge mea-
surements are restricted to 3d and lighter elements. Because
of the lifetime broadening and limited spectrometer resolu-
tion, Pd K-edge XANES spectra provide only little informa-

tion. However, from our previous study on Pd
nanoparticles,12,13 the Sommerfeld constant of electronic spe-
cific heat decreases to a lower value than that of the bulk,
implying an overall decrease of the electronic density of
states at the Fermi level in Pd nanoparticles. The density of
states of unoccupied states decreases with size reduction can
be then concluded.

In summary, we have demonstrated the substrate-free ef-
fect in 7-, 12- and 23-nm palladium particles by K-edge
x-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements. From EXAFS
spectra, the nearest-neighbor distance and the mean coordi-
nation number decrease, while the Debye-Waller factor in-
creases with decreasing nanoparticle size. In contrast to some
earlier reports of increasing nearest-neighbor distance in
metal nanoparticles on substrates, the difference is believed
to reflect interactions with the substrate. In addition, from
XANES spectra, with decreasing particle size, a reduction in
the density of states of unoccupied states is observed.
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